I. DEFINITION

This classification specification is the basic authority under Wis. Admin. Code ER 2.04 for making classification decisions relative to present and future limited term employment appointments which provide Information Systems (IS) professional consultation or services a majority of the time. Limited term employment is defined in s. 230.06, Wis. Stats.; Wis. Admin. Code ER 10; and Wis. Admin. Code ER MRS-10.

This is professional IS work of a consultative or highly technical nature. Positions in this classification perform a variety of professional activities in IS data services, technical services, network services, systems services, or comprehensive services. The work performed is typically of short duration and is focused on a specific project or event which requires the services of an individual with highly specialized knowledge or unique skills which are not readily available among current professional IS staff or among other IS professionals in the general labor market available for limited term employment. Positions which don’t meet this criteria should be allocated to the most appropriate IS classification to which permanent positions are assigned. This classification may not be used to classify LTE positions performing work that is more appropriately described by the various IS Support Technician classifications.

II. QUALIFICATIONS

The qualifications required for this position will be determined at the time of recruitment. Such determination will be based on an analysis of the goals and worker activities performed and by an identification of the education, training, work, or other life experience(s) which provide reasonable assurance that the knowledge and skills required upon appointment have been acquired.

III. ADMINISTRATIVE NOTE

This classification was created effective November 5, 2000 and announced in Bulletin CLR/SC-122 to describe positions performing professional IS work of a consultative nature on a limited term basis.
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